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ON INFINITE LIE GROUPS by Alexandre A. Martins RODRIGUES

Introduction.
In this paper we introduce the notion of admissible fibration with relation to an infinitesimal Lie pseudo-group and show that the quotient and the kernel of infinitesimal Lie pseudo-groups by an admissible fibration are again infinitesimal Lie pseudo-groups. In the case of transitive pseudo-groups, every invariant fibration is an admissible fibration. In this sense, our results generalize to intransitive pseudo-groups theorems which are known in the transitive case [II] , [12] . We also show that the notion of admissible fibration is the best possible if one wants that both the kernel and the quotient of an infinitesimal Lie pseudo-group by an invariant fibration be again an infinitesimal Lie pseudo-group (theorem 2.3).
Following a basic idea of E. Cartan we say that two infinitesimal Lie pseudo-groups 6 ^ and 9^ are equivalent if there exists a third infinitesimal Lie pseudo-group 83 which is at the same time an admissible isomorphic prolongation of 0^ and 9 3. It has been a crucial point of the theory to prove that this is in fact an equivalence relation. M. Kuranishi has proved that one obtains an equivalence relation if restrictive conditions are imposed on the definition of isomorphic prolongation [5] . We show that Kuranishi's conditions are automatically satisfied for admissible fibrations (theorem 2.2). This allows us to prove that the relation mentioned above is in fact an equivalence relation. One interesting aspect of our equivalence relation is that it is defined for infinitesimal Lie pseudo-groups globally defined on manifolds. Our notion of admissible fibration also allows to define the quotient of an infinitesimal Lie pseudo-group by a normal infinitesimal Lie pseudo-group.
In § 7 we introduce the notion of abstract Lie pseudo-group. An abstract Lie pseudo-group is an equivalence class of germs of infinitesimal Lie pseudo-groups under the equivalence relation mentioned above. We also introduce the notions ofmorphism, kernel and quotient of abstract Lie pseudo-groups. In the last paragraph we introduce the category of abstract pseudo-groups of finite type.
The author would like to thank Professors J.L. Koszul and Ngo van Que for many profitable discussions on the subject of this paper. He is particulary indebted to Ngo van Que to whom he owes the important theorem 2.3 and the final version of the proof of theorem 4.1.
Infinitesimal Lie pseudo-groups.
In this paper all manifolds, vector fields and maps of manifolds into manifolds are supposed to be real analytic.
Let M be a manifold and 0 a sheaf of germs of local vector fields defined on M. To simplify our notation we shall write ^ G 0 to mean that f is a section of 6 defined on an open set of M. The open set where ^ is defined will be denoted by U(S). We shall denote respectively by T(M), J^T(M), J^0, T^(M) and 9^ the tangent bundle of M, the vector bundle of fe-jets of local vector fields of M, the set of fc-jets of local sections of 9 , the fiber of T(M) and the stalk of 9 at the point aGM. When there is no danger of confusion we shall write T, J^ T and T^ instead of T(M), J^T(M), T^(M). j^ denotes the fe-jet of the local vector field $ and /^U^)->] k^ is the mapping which sends a € U(S) into /^ {. If E is a vector bundle over M then we shall write E for the sheaf of local sections of E. The least integer verifying both conditions 2) and 3) is called the order of 6 and will be denoted by r(0).
Assume that J°0CT is a vector sub-bundle of T. From condition 1) it follows then that J°0 is completely integrable; in this case the maximal integral manifolds of J°0 are called the orbits of 6 . If J° 9 = T, we shall say that 6 is transitive on M.
Frequently we shall meet sheaves 0 of germs of vector fields which locally are ILPG. To simplify our language we shall say that 6 is locally an ILPG. Precisely, Let @i and 0^ be ILPG defined on the manifold M. We shall give a sufficient condition for the sheaf 9^ 00^ to be locally an ILPG. Put E^J^i, E^ = J^ and H^ = E^ H E^ . For k*>k, let Tr^J^T-> J^T be the canonical map of fc'-jets into fc-jets. Clearly, ^(H^QCH^ for all k,f>0. For k, / > 0, put H^ = ^(H^7); in particular H^ = H^. It is also clear that H^ C Hf for /' > ;. In particular S^, k ^ k^, is a vector sub-bundle of J^T. By construction of S^, the canonical projection TT^ : S^^ --^ S^ is surjective. Given an integer k > k^, we can choose / sufficiently large such that S" = H^ and S"^ = ^+ 1 . It follows that S^1 CpSf or k ^ k^ .
By the Cartan-Kuranishi prolongation theorem [5] , for every point a G M there exist an open neighborhood U of a and an integer k^ > k^ such that the restriction S k |U of S^ to U is an involutive system of partial differential equations and S^ |U ^(S^IU) for all k > k^. It is easy to see that a local vector field S; belongs to 0^H0^|U if and only if { is a solution of S 3 | U. On the other hand, the theorem of existence of solutions of analytic involutive systems of partial differential equations ensures that every jet of S k \\J is the jet of a solution of S^ for all k > k^ . Hence, J^i H Q^ |U) = S^ |U is a vector sub-bundle of J^T for k > k^. We have proved that ^ne^lU is an ILPG of order less or equal to k^.
For later use, we prove here that for k sufficiently large the integer f^(k) can be chosen independently of k. Another proof of the same proposition can be found in [3] . bundles, hence H^° = S ° . Repeating the same argument successively we prove that S^ = H^ for all k > k^.
Admissible fibrations.
A fibered manifold is by definition a triple (M, M', p) where p : M--^ M' is a submersion; that is a surjective map whose rank equals the dimension of M\ We shall also say that p is a fibration of M over M\ In this paper it will be always assumed that the fibers M^» = p~l(a f ) are connected for all a'GEM'. We say that a local diffeomorphism / of the open set U C M onto the open set V C M is projectable by p if there exists a diffeomorphism /' : p(U) -^ p(V) such that p o / = /' o p . A local section $ : U C M -> T(M) is projectable by p if there exists a local section ^ : p(U) -^ T(M') such that dp o ^ = ^ o p where dp : T(M) -^ T(M') is the extension of p to tangent bundles of M and M\ We shall often denote {' by dp(S).
Let (M, M\ p) be a fibered manifold and denote by ^ the sheaf of germs of local vector fields of M which are projectable by p. It is easy to check that <& is a transitive ILPG of order 1 . Let S2 be the sub-sheaf of $ of germs which project into the germ of the zero vector field of M'; Sl is also an ILPG of order 0. If ^ is a germ of vector field defined at the point d E M' and {€ <& is a germ of vector field defined at the point a E M, p(a) = a 9 , such that dp(^) = S\ we say that ^ is a lifting of at the point a.
The mapping p : M -> M' extends naturally to a surjective morphism p^ : J^ -> J^T(M') of vector bundles, k > 0. If G<^ a CM, then, by definition, p^/^) = /^ , dp($)) where a' = p(a). In particular, p° = dp. Clearly, p^ o 7^ = TT^ o p^', 
Assume now we are given an ILPG 0 defined over M. We shall say that the fibration (M,M\p) is invariant by 0 or equivalently that 0 is projectable by p if 9 is a sub-sheaf of <&. The sheaf 0' defined over M' of germs of projections of germs of 6 is called the projection of 6 by p. Often we shall write p(0) to denote this sheaf. The kernel of 6 by the fibration p is by definition the sheaf Sl(6) = ft H Q . When there is no danger of confusion we shall write simply S2 instead of Sl (9) . From the definition it follows that if (M, M\ p) is an admissible fibration with respect to 9 then J^0' is a vector sub-bundle of J^ T(M') and the following sequence is exact:
for k>r (9) , ko. 2) For every a'EM\ for every a£M^ and for everŷ G0^ there is at least one germ ^€0^ such that dp(S) = $\ 3) There exist integers k^ and d satisfying the following property: For every ^GM\ for every integer r > k^, for every germ ^ G 9^' which vanishes at order r -h d at the point a* and for every aGUy there exists at least one lifting ^0^ of ŵ hich vanishes at order r at the point a.
Proof. -We shall keep the notations as in proposition 2.1 and definition 2.1. Let us put £^=^0 and E^ = J^0\ Choose an integer k^ > r(Q) satisfying the condition of definition 2.1. Then E^ is a vector sub-bundle of J^KM') and
By the Cartan-Kuranishi prolongation theorem [5] , given a'GM^ there exist an open neighborhood V of a' and an integer k^ > k^ such that E^|V' is an involutive system of partial differential equations and E'^ | V = p(E^ | V) for k > k^. By construction, every section of Q 9 is a solution of E'
1 . Conversely, we shall show that every local solution of E'
1 defined in V is a section of 0\ Take x'eV and let ^ be a solution of E^1 defined in the open neighborhood U' C V' of x 9 . By the choice of k^, /j^EE^ for all k > k^ and a' G U\ Put U=p-l (U'). To simplify our notation let us write E^ instead of E^|U. Let F" be the set of jets XGE^ such that p fc (X)=/^ŵ here By the Cartan-Kuranishi prolongation theorem [5] , there exists an integer k^ > k^ such that ^k is involutive and k+l =pT^ for k>k^. Let x be a point of the fiber Mâ nd let { be an analytic solution of T 2 defined in a neighborhood of x. Since ^k 2+! = p 7^2 , />1, ^ is also a solution of T^7 for />/i. Since k^>r(0) it follows that S^0; on the other hand, by construction, 7^rfp(?)=7^f. Hence the germs of dp (6) and 0' at the point jc' are equal. This shows that ^E^. We have proved at the same time that 0' is locally an ILPG and statement 2) of theorem 2.2.
We shall now prove 3). By proposition 1.1 there are integers d and k^ > k^ such that H^ = S^ for all k > k^ and / > d. Let r > k^ be any integer and take a germ ^ G 0^ such that /^S^O. Take XGT;^^ and put Y^TT^^X, Y^T^X. Since p^^ o ^^ =7^ o p^^^ and 7^r +d (/; +d+l f) = 0, it follows that p^Y^O. Hence Y'GH^^ and consequently Y" = ^Y E S r . This means that there exists Y E H^2ŝ uch that Y^T^Y. Let Z = X -Tr^^ Y ; then ZGT;^â nd ^''2=0. By the theorem of existence of analytic solutions of involutive systems of partial differential equations [5] , for k sufficiently large, there exists a solution of T^ defined in a neighborhood of a such that /^+ d+l { = Z. Then $ is a lifting of â t the point a and /""$ = TT^Z = 0.
Remark. -The quotient of an ILPG by an invariant fibration which is not admissible is not always an ILPG. For a counterexample see [4] .
The author owes the following theorem to Ngo van Que. 
1). Hencê^P^)
{0^ all k>kQ. Therefore, by the algebraic prolongation theorem [5] , [12] , there exists an integer ^ > k^ such that g^ is an involutive space and such that ^+ 1 = p^ for all A: > k^.^) =S^ ^a Let 7,  be an integer such that (H DEFINITION 3.1. -Let Q and 9 9 be ILPG defined on the manifolds M and M\ A homomorphism of 6 onto Q 9 is a fibration p : M -^ M' which is admissible with respect to Q and which is such that dp (9) = Q 9 
. We shall also say in this case that 9 is a homomorphic prolongation of 6 f (prolongement meriedrique of E. Carton). If moreover the kernel Sl(6) of 9 by the fibration p is the zero sheaf on M, \^e shall say that p is an isomorphism of Q onto Q\ or equivalently that Q is an isomorphic prolongation of Q 9 (prolongement holoedrique of E. Cartan).
We shall write p : Q -> O 9 to indicate that p is a homomorphism of 9 onto 6 f .
Let p : 6 -^ Q* be a homomorphism and let d be the least integer which satisfies condition 3) of theorem 2.2 with respect to p, Q and 6 9 ; we say then that p is a homomorphism of order d or that Q is a homomorphic prolongation of order d of 0\
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of theorem 2.3. Remarks. -1) Let p : 9 -^ 0' be an isomorphism. Given a point aGM, let L be the filtered Lie algebra of infinite jets of germs of 0 at the point a, L = JJ* 9. Put a' = p(a) and consider in a similar way L'== J^0\ Then the mapping p induces an isomorphism p^ : L -^ L' of Lie algebras which is compatible with the filtrations in the sense that p^L^CL^, k>-\, [7] . Here L^ and L'\ k > -1 denote the filtrations of L and L'. This means that p^ is continuous when L and L' are endowed with the topologies defined by the filtrations. Condition 3) of theorem 2.2 implies then that the inverse isomorphism (p*)~1 : L' -> L is also continuous. Hence L and L' are isomorphic topological Lie algebras.
2) Let us assume again that p : 0 -> Q 9 is an isomorphism. Take a point aGM and put a 9 = p(a). For k sufficiently large, let ^, 7/E0^ be two germs such that /^+ d^ = J^^rf, where d is the order of p. Let ^ ^d T? be the unique liftings of f and T?' in Q^. Then /^ = /^17. In fact, sincê +d^_^^0, by condition 3) of theorem 2.2 there is a lifting of ^ -77' in 0^ which vanishes at order k at the point a. Since $ -17 is the unique lifting of ^ -17' in 0î t follows that /^ S = 7^7? • Hence, for fe sufficiently large there is a well defined linear surjective map /x:.^^ -^ J^0 such that ^(/^+ d^) ^(S), $^0a, where ^ is the lifting of $' at the point a. dinates we can prove that the tangent vector --(pVy) L^ J t=o depends only on ^ and not on the choice of the family /^. The mapping zGjS^^W)-> --pVj is then an analytic i^t J,=o vector field defined in jS'^W) which depends only on {;. Reasoning similarly for every point x E U, we obtain a well defined analytic vector field over ^(U) which we shall denote by p 5^' , this vector field is called the 5-th prolongation of $. The mapping p 3 : ^GL(U) -> P 5^ LCjS'^U)) is an injective homomorphism of the Lie algebra L(U) of all vector fields defined on U into the Lie Algebra LCjS-^CU)) [10] . Clearly, is also a vector bundle. It is also a simple matter to show that p^ is an ILPG which is called the 5-th normal prolongation of 6. If r(Q) is the order of 6 then V^Q) is a vector bundle for r+s>r (9) . In particular, if s > r(9) then V (p s 9) is a vector bundle for all r > 0.
Clearly if {Ep^ and c^(S) = 0 then ^=0. Therefore, by proposition 3.1, j3 : p s 6 -> 9 is an isomorphism. It can be shown that j8 : p s Q--> 9 is an isomorphism of order 5. The preceding discussion can be resumed in the following proposition. We shall write 9^ -9^ to denote that 9^ and 9^ are equivalent. Obviously the relation 9^ ^ 9^ is reflexive and symmetric but it is not at all clear that it is transitive. To prove that it is transitive we shall need the following theorem. defined on an open set of V, we shall keep the same notation $ to denote a lifting of $ to any one of the product spaces V x U^, V x U^, V x Ui x U^ .
Let s > r (9) be an integer such that remark 2) below proposition 3.1 applies for 9 , 9^, p^ and r = 5 -d. Consider the pullback 1 s 6 x U^ of the vector bundle J S 9 by the mapping ?2 : V x U^ -^ V; J"^ x U2 is a vector bundle over V x Uŵ here the projection 1 s 9 x U^ ->> V x U^ is the product a x identity of 1^(0:^0 -> V is the source mapping). By remark 2) below proposition 3.1, there exists a natural map On the other hand, J r (p s 0^) and J r (Ty(V x U^)) can be considered, in a natural way, as vector sub-bundles of J''T(V x U^ x U^) whose intersection is the zero vector bundle. Then the last formula says that V6^ is the graph of the morphism of vector bundles vop^oS^r^s^)-^ r(TJVx U^)). Let now /o be an integer such that J^p 5^) is a vector sub-bundle of J^TCF^CMi)) for all r>rQ. Since VQ^ is the graph of a morphism of vector bundles, it follows that J^ is a vector sub-bundle of J'T(V x Ui x U^) for all r > r^ .
One shows easily that 83 satisfies the second condition of definition 1.1. To complete the proof it remains to show that all fibrations into consideration are admissible fibrations. Let us remark that the kernel Sl( 9^) of Q^ by the fibration r^ is an ILPG. In fact, a germ $3 of a local vector field of M3 belongs to Sl(O^) if and only if it is projectable by TT^ and r^ and T^ (^3) = 0 and (^^(^(^i)). Since p^((?i) and the sheaf of germs of the zero vector field on M^ are ILPG, by the same argument we used to prove that 9^ is an ILPG, it follows that ^1(9^) is an ILPG for s sufficiently large. Hence, by theorem 2.3, r^ is an admissible fibration. Since the kernel of 9^ by the fibration p^ ° r z is also Sl(O^), by the same theorem p^ ° r^ is an admissible fibration. Repeating the argument we can prove that all other fibrations we have considered are admissible fibrations. Finally let us remark that TT^ : 63 --^ p s 9 ^ is an isomorphism. In fact, if $3^03 and ^^({3) = 0 then dp^dr^^) = 0); since p^ : 9^ -> 9^ is an isomorphism this implies that dr^(^) = 0. Hence $3 = 0-Consequently r^ = j3 o TT^ is also an isomorphism of 83 onto 9^. In the same way, if pi : 9^ --> 9 is an isomorphism then r^ is also an isomorphism. Proof. -Using local coordinates we can show easily that pWx) = r^X). Hence, pECF^^x). Take XEpE and let aEpE be a local section projectable by 5^ and such that a(a) = X where a = a(x)EF\ Then there exists a local section a' G J^^1 T(M) such that a 9 = 5^ o a. We shall prove that a' E pF.
By hypothesis 7^ o a G E and D a G T^P") ® E where D denotes the Spencer operator [8] (9Q\^) ) is a vector sub-bundle of J^TCF^W)) for A:>0. In particular .^(^(Oo |W)) is a completely integrable vector sub-bundle of TCF^W)). Take a point feEF^W). There exist an open neighborhood U of b and a fibered manifold (U, U\ r) whose fibers are the maximal integral manifolds of J°(p^o|U). Put V=j3(U). To simplify our notation we shall denote the restrictions 6 \ V and p 5 H^1 (p^ , r) C pH^e , T) = pJ^o • By our choice of s and by proposition 5.2, pJ^p^o = J^^p^o. Hence H^ (p^ , r) = J^p^o . Since 7^ : J^p^o-^ ^P^o is surjective, it follows that H^(p^0 , r) == J^p^o for all k, j > 0. Therefore r is an admissible fibration with relation to p s 0 . By construction, the kernel of p s 0 by the fibration r is p^o-BY theorem 2.2, we can choose U and LT such that the projection Q' of 0 by r is an ILPG. Then tf is a quotient of 6 by 0o.
Fine homomorphisms.
Let 6 be an ILPG defined on M and let (M, M\ p) be a fibration invariant by 9 . We can repeat for the germs of ILPG the definition of admissible fibration, homomorphism, isomorphism kernel of a homomorphism and quotient by the germ of a normal sub-ILPG. In particular, repeating the construction of § 5 we can define an equivalence relation in the set of all germs of ILPG.
By definition, an abstract pseudo-group (APG) is an equivalence class of germs of ILPG under the equivalence relation described above. Let <° denote the class of APG. If ^ E <° is an APG and (Q, a) is a representative of ^ defined on the manifold M, we say that Q is an infinitesimal action of ^ on M.
It is known [7] that abstract pseudo-groups which have a transitive representative are in one-to-one correspondance with classes of isomorphic transitive topological Lie algebras.
To define morphisms of APG we proceed in the following way. Let ^, 96 G <° be two APG and consider two pairs of representatives (0i, Oi), (0^2)» (9\^\), (02,^) of § and 3€ respectively. Given homomorphic prolongations _ /^ ^.^ <<sT o construct (0, a) and (0\ a') we proceed as follows. Let (n,,a,) be the kernels of (0,,a,) by the fibration p,., z= 1,2,3; then r, ((?2,,a,) ) == (T^ .a^), f = 2,3. Repeating the argument of theorem 4.1, we can construct germs of ILPG^, (0,~a) and (^2,0") and isomorphic prolongations 7, : (0 , ~a) -> (0,,^.), i = 2,3 , such that r^ o r^ = 73 o 73 and r,(n, a") = (ft,, ^.), f==2,3. Let ^ be a sub-APG of 96 and assume that %. is normal in 9€ . This means that any pair (^ ,a), (9 ,a) which represents the sub-APG § of 9€ is such that ^ is a normal sub-ILPG of Q .
